ANIMAL

HATCHES
& matches

The zoos are places for love, new life
and sometimes loss. Check out the
latest animal happenings at your zoos.

MELBOURNE ZOO

WARU THE KOALA
Waru the Koala joey was born
at Melbourne Zoo. She’s been
exploring and learning to be a
Koala with a little help from mum.
MELBOURNE ZOO

BABY QUILTON

Meet
Quilton!

We welcomed baby Quilton, the
Hamadryas Baboon, born at
Melbourne Zoo. His name is in
reference to the recent hysteria
surrounding the world’s most
precious commodity: toilet paper.

MELBOURNE ZOO

CRUCIFIX FROGS
BREEDING SUCCESS

Head to our social media
channels to find regular
updates on the animals
and cute videos of
them at the zoo.

With the aid of a YouTube clip of a thunderstorm,
Melbourne Zoo has successfully bred Crucifix Frogs
in captivity for the first time. Ectotherms Keeper
Raelene Hobbs had the idea to use a 10-hour video
of a thunderstorm – which is what triggers breeding
in the wild for these frogs – to encourage breeding.
Three clutches subsequently appeared and now
there’s a group of 25 tadpoles.

MELBOURNE ZOO

WELCOME
GUAPO
The Cotton-top Tamarins
at Melbourne Zoo have
had a baby. Little Guapo
is now riding around on
his mother’s back with
the rest of the Cottontop Tamarins.

MELBOURNE ZOO

OTTER BABIES
Asian small-clawed otters Paula and Odie gave birth to four healthy pups
– three males and one female – on 4 February this year. The pups, which
were previously nesting, are now big and bold enough to start exploring
their exhibit, which otta keep their parents busy.

MELBOURNE ZOO

WELCOME SNOW
LEOPARD CUBS
Three cubs were born to mum
Miska and dad Kang-ju on 26
January at Melbourne Zoo.

HEALESVILLE SANCTUARY

CHIMBU THE
GOODFELLOW’S
TREE KANGAROO
Say hello to the newest member
of the Goodfellow’s tree kangaroo
family at Healesville Sanctuary.
Baby Chimbu has begun exploring
the world outside his mother
Mani’s pouch and is getting a
taste of solid food.

WERRIBEE OPEN RANGE ZOO

WE FAREWELL LEE
We said goodbye to Lee, the rhino
bull at Werribee Open Range Zoo.
Lee arrived in 1981 as Werribee
Open Range Zoo’s first rhino. He
was a devoted, gentle giant –
protective of the rhino herd.

